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TOGAF® Poster Series #95
Using TOGAF: How to Develop an EA Roadmap

Roadmaps are one of the main EA techniques for managing the transition from a current architecture to a target architecture state. 

In this poster we give tips and advice on the parts of TOGAF that will help you develop an EA roadmap. Remember that TOGAF has its limitations, 
and you might find it useful to look outside the TOGAF documentation for additional help in preparing roadmaps.

Phases E and F in the ADM

These two phases in the ADM are where TOGAF describes the steps to 
realise the required target state of the architecture. Opportunities and 
Solutions examines key considerations such as business constraints, 
interoperability requirements and dependencies, the readiness for 
transformation. It then identifies the “work packages” that will deliver the 
architecture, before creating the Architecture Roadmap (with any neces-
sary Transition Architectures) and Implementation and Migration Plan.

Migration Planning takes this to the next level of detail – confirming the 
Architecture Roadmap and completing the Implementation and Migra-
tion Plan.

The Architecture Roadmap (see Section 32.2.7)

The Architecture Roadmap is incrementally developed in Phases E and F 
of the ADM, based around components defined in Phase B, C, and D. It:

• Lists work packages that will realize the Target Architecture…

• On a timeline to show progression from the Baseline Architecture to 
the Target Architecture…

• With Transition Architectures as intermediate steps

• Highlights business value at each stage

Note: TOGAF doesn’t explain in detail how to present this information – you 
may find it useful to search for good case studies and examples of roadmap 
documentation.

Define Candidate Roadmap Components (see 7.3.5, 9.3.5, 10.3.5, and 11.3.5)

It is in Phases B, C and D where TOGAF describes how to define candidate roadmap components for the four 
high-level domains.

In practice, the same basic approach works for any domain or sub-domain: Select Reference Models, Viewpoints, 
and Tools; Develop Baseline [Domain] Architecture Description; Develop Target [Domain] Architecture Descrip-
tion; Perform Gap Analysis; Define Candidate Roadmap Components; Resolve Impacts Across the Architecture 
Landscape; Conduct Formal Stakeholder Review; Finalize the [Domain] Architecture; Create the Architecture 
Definition Document.

Note that the steps in these phases are identical – they are simply tailored to the needs for a particular domain. 
The key point for roadmap development is to know the start and end points and then figure out what changes 
will be needed to change the architecture accordingly.

Defining Candidate Roadmap Components

Looking Elsewhere

TOGAF actually has quite a lot of detail on things that architects do to create an EA Roadmap, but doesn’t give a lot of detail on exactly what a roadmap 
looks like, or how it is used in practice. It also doesn’t explain how roadmaps are used at different levels of detail to coordinate many simultaneous EA 
projects, or to plan the long-term evolution of the architecture. For this you will need to look elsewhere. Try searching with phrases like EA Roadmaps, 
Case Studies, Practical Examples, or How to.

Where to look in the TOGAF documentation 
[this is not an exhaustive list]
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